
The Workhorse 
laminator

The Workhorse is our recommended laminator 

because it is just that... a Workhorse.   

A 50 yd. roll of material will laminate perfectly 

straight when set up properly. Changing 

materials and laminates is very quick and easy. 



DESIGN PRINT
Designs & logos can be imported 
from many programs such as Adobe® 
Illustrator® as well as PDF files. 
Jobs can be created using Omega’s 
powerful design tools which includes 
variable data & barcode tools.

The Workhorse Laminator
Dependable and versatile for Hot or  

Cold laminates up to 25” wide.

The Gerber Edge FX uses an 
efficient, environmentally friendly 
thermal printing process that 
produces durable dry prints with  
no waste, odor, or harmful 
emissions.



LAMINATE CUT
The laminator component of the system gives you 
the versatility to include specified adhesives and 
coverings that add texture, high-gloss or protection 
to your product markings or control panels. 
Lamination will also add abrasion resistance and 
more durability to labels.

The enVision 375 is a tabletop, sprocket-
fed plotter that will digitally die cut any 
shape with the push of a button. Simply 
set the depth of the cut(s) and 
send the job to the plotter.

With a top speed of 25 FPM, a 50 yd. roll of labels 
can be done in 6 minutes. The Workhorse comes 
on a stand and has optional casters. 

It also comes with simple slitting knives for rough 
slitting. 

This industrial series laminator is ideal for hot and 
cold laminating, both in sheet and roll form...

•	 Intelligent	heat	controllers	display	both	the	set	temperature	and	the	
actual temperature. The micro- processor in the control quickly learns 
to anticipate the heat demand of each job and keeps the actual 
temperature within a few degrees of the set temperature. 

•	 Upper	and	lower	rollers	are	mechanically	driven.	This	prevents	roll	curling.	
Other less expensive laminators that cut corners on design may only drive 
the upper or lower rollers, which creates friction on one side only. This can 
make the material curl as it is pulled though the laminator.

•	 Laminating	and	pull	rollers	are	covered	with	quality	silicone	rubber	for	
superior release quality, higher lamination quality and easier cleaning. 
The laminating rollers and pull rollers are interchangeable. 

•	 Removeable	Heat	Shoes	are	teflon	coated	to	reduce	film	abrasion	and	
are easily unplugged and removed to clean or replace the rollers.

•	 Dual	tension	knobs	(clutches)	for	each	supply	roll	mandrel	are	easy	to	
use and provide as little or as much tension as needed to keep work 
wrinkle-free. 

•	 Easy	access	controls	are	conveniently	located	and	grouped	for	effective	
operation. 

•	 A	safety	guard	is	built	into	the	sheet	feed	tray	to	help	insure	it	will	always	
be in place when laminating sheets. 

SPECIFICATIONS

Laminating width: 25"

Dimensions: 36L 21H 30D

Weight/shipping wt.: 185/285 lbs

Speed: 0-25 fpm

Electrical: 220 V

3500 watts, 20 amps

Recommended film up to 20 mil

Max. laminating thickness 1/2"

Max. film roll diameter 8" (14" Opt)

Lam. roll diameter 1.5"

Supply role core size 3" (2 1/4" opt)

Motor 1/4 HP DC

Features & Specifications
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Our No Stress Rule

We know that any investment carries some level of risk. 

Our goal is for you to feel completely comfortable embracing the  

Gerber Edge FX® for your marking needs. We believe in the technology  

and have created no obligation rent programs, rent-to-buy, and leasing options.

We are successful only when you are successful.


